
 
 

 
January 13, 2022  
Corn 
The corn market drifted lower today as there just wasn’t enough bullishness in 
yesterday’s reports so the market will now focus on South American weather as we 
closed down 11 ½ cents at 5.87 ½ for March futures. The exceptional heat in 
Argentina gradually breaks as a strong cool front passes Sunday through Tuesday 
with scattered and locally heavy storms form along the front, followed by scattered 
storms in 7 to 10 days when the main system passes. Farmer selling was slower 
again today, but one area we are starting to see more interest is in CZ2023 hedging. 
The CIF market backed away 2 cents today even with barge freight up another 50-
75% at various locations. Domestic basis is somewhat of a mixed bag with some 
pushes being paid in the west while other plants are content and reducing hours 
due to being full. Exports didn’t give much support either as they came in at 457,700 
metric tons versus expectations of 500,000-1.5 million. Buenos Aires Grain 
Exchange weekly report pegged Argentina corn crop conditions at 23% good to 
excellent down from last week's 40%, while planting nationwide is at 78.3% 
complete vs last week 72.2%, year ago week 82.7%, and long-term average 86.7%.  
 
Beans 
Beans gave up all yesterday’s gains and then some with SH closing 22 ¼ c lower.  The market reacted to moisture in 
Argentina’s forecast with 1-3 inches forecast over the next two weeks with heat abating.  It is impossible to know if it is a 
pattern change at this time.  The trade seems miffed the USDA choose to drop corn exports and leave bean exports 
unchanged.  Exports sales were 735,600 mt which was in the middle of range of guesses.  The USDA suggests sales will be 
down 10% from last year and current pace is down 24%.  Brazil premiums are substantially cheaper, on a FOB basis they 
have about a 30c advantage and 38c advantage with ocean freight.  We have seen some suggesting Brazil has a 75c 
advantage FOB for February.  Regardless, current market structure suggests the US should do minimal business, China is 
purchasing limited US Gulf, but at these spreads they will be buying mostly from Brazil.   
 
Wheat 

With the exception of May 2023 corn and later trading higher the grain complex was lower and substantially so with wheat no 
exception. WH is 11 cents lower at 7.46 ¾, KWH 18 ¼ lower at 7.59 ¾, and MWH 25 lower at 8.95 ½. All three are closing 
below the 20, 50, and 100-day averages, but remain above the 200-day. US, world, and exporter stocks all increased on 
yesterday’s report. US acres are up almost 1 million with the majority being SRW, presumably being driven by double crop 
beans. IGC increased their world wheat crop estimate by 4 mmt with 3.5 Australia. The Black Sea and Matif markets were 
lower as well, with Matif at its lowest level in 3-months. Iran bought 240,000 mt Feb/mar arrival to come from either Russia or 
Germany. Weekly export sales of 264,000 mt favored HRS with Philippines and Mexico the two largest buyers. Ukrainian 
exporters are being advised to switch to feed grains from milling wheat to avoid causing domestic price increases. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  Feb 
Corn Cif Nola  98+H 85+H 
Truck Hennepin 3+H 4+H 
Truck St Louis 20+H 30+H 
Iowa Interior UP  5-H 
Columbus CSX 5+H 5+H 
Fort Wayne NS 0+H 0+H 
Dlvd Hereford 176+H 158+H 
Dlvd PNW 175+H 165+H 
KC RAIL 40+H 40+H 
Nebraska Grp 3 4+H 3+H 
Dlvd Decatur 10+H 13+H 
Wheat Cif Nola 110+H 110+H 
Beans Cif Nola 105+H 80+H 
Truck Hennepin 1+H 9-H 
Truck St Louis 19+H 19+H 
Dlvd Decatur 5+H 15+H 
Dlvd Des Moines 25-H  
IL R Barge Frt. 650 550 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. $1200 $1200 


